The repeated head trauma experienced by boxers can lead to the development of dementia pugilistica (DP)-punch drunk syndrome. The neuropathology of DP in a classic report by Corsellis et al describes the presence of numerous neurofibrillary tangles in the absence of plaques, in contrast to the profusion of tangles and plaques seen in Alzheimer's disease (AD). The DP cases used in that report were re-investigated with immunocytochemical methods and an antibody raised to the f-protein present in AD plaques. We found that all DP cases with substantial tangle formation showed evidence of extensive #-protein immunoreactive deposits (plaques). These diffuse "plaques" were not visible with Congo-red The final stage consists of a decrease in general cognitive functioning-progressing to dementia together with pyramidal tract disease. Several years elapse between stages.
extrapyramidal and cerebellar systems with associated psychosis, memory loss or dementia, personality change and social instability.23 Symptoms can be progressive and may develop late in a boxer's career or even years after retirement from the ring. Available evidence suggests that the severity of the syndrome correlates with the length of the boxers career and total number of bouts, and has an overall incidence of about 17% in professional boxers which rises with age3 (although this may be an underestimate; see discussion in 4).
Three stages of clinical deterioration are recognised and, although progression of symptoms occurs, the syndrome can remain clinically stable at any level. The first stage consists of affective disturbances and psychotic symptoms. During the second stage an accentuation of social instability and psychiatric symptoms occurs along with memory loss and the signs/symptoms of Parkinsonism develop.
The final stage consists of a decrease in general cognitive functioning-progressing to dementia together with pyramidal tract disease. Several years elapse between stages.
The neuropathology of the condition, described in a classic study,5 consists of abnormalities of the septum pellucidum, focal scarring of the cerebellum and loss of pigmented neurons in the substantia nigra. A striking finding was the presence of numerous neurofibrillary tangles in the cortex (particularly in the temporal lobe) in the absence of appreciable numbers of plaques. A marked contrast to the situation typically seen in Alzheimer's disease (AD). While most of the damage present in DP brains is accountable in terms of trauma suffered during the linear and rotational acceleration caused by blows to the head,5 the extensive neurofibrillary change in the absence of plaque formation is a puzzling phenomenon. The tangles of DP are structurally and immunologically6 indistinguishable from the tangles which are thought to be central to the disease process in AD. On this basis it has been suggested that studies of DP may provide aetiological insight for AD.56 However, this suggestion has been dismissed on the basis that plaques are the central component of AD and as cases of DP show no appreciable plaque formation then the processes involved must be radically different.
The 6 The neurofibrillary degeneration in DP is concentrated in the temporal lobe5 (the region particularly affected in AD) and the set of neurons preferentially affected in DP (the pre a-layer of Braak) is also particularly affected in AD. 6 Tentative studies suggest that DP cases show atrophy of the basal nucleus of Meynert and cortical cholinergic deficits"7 and it is well documented that the clinical symptoms of DP (insidious onset, behavioural dis- turbances, progressive dementia) are congruent with those of AD."5 The major pathological differences between AD and DP are the additional damage (cavum septum, cerebellar scarring, substantia nigra degeneration) and lack oftypical senile plaque formation in DP. 5 The additional damage can be explained by the severity of punishment to the head received by boxers practising their profession. Most of these additional pathologies can be found to varying degrees in cases of AD"'5 '" from the rare cavum septum to the fairly common degeneration of the substantia nigra. The process of tangle and plaque formation in both conditions may give rise to the dementing syndrome, and it is probable that the pathological mechanisms involved in the formation of these lesions follow a common pathway to some extent, although the initial stimulus for their formation may be different (traumatic in DP versus genetic, infectious aetiology, environmental or traumatic in AD). Here the concept of "Alzheimer's syndrome"-a common response of the brain (plaques and tangles) to a variety of pathological insults-may be useful.
The most interesting question concerns the occurrence of neurofibrillary degeneration in DP in the absence of appreciable numbers of Congophilic and neuritic (T'0) plaques, but in the presence of diffuse f-protein immunoreactive lesions. This might be explained by the comparatively young age of the individual when damage occurs (typically 20's and 30's), a situation which seems to favour the formation of neurofibrillary tangles. In Guam Parkinson dementia, cases with onset in the fourth decade show tangles with few or absent plaques but the more recent descriptions of Guamanian dementia indicate increased age of onset and a consequent increase in the number of plaques.'8 Early (presenile) cases of AD can show a profusion of neurofibrillary tangles often with few plaques.'9 Thus the precise pathological picture seen in "Alzheimer's syndrome" seems to vary depending on the age of the individual. The damage in DP may be due to mechanical shearing forces on long axons/ dendrites.20 Cells with long projections or extensive dendritic trees (for example, the projection neurons which contribute to the perforant path and substantia nigra, and basal nucleus of Meynert, neurons which project to the cortex) would be particularly vulnerable to this type of damage. 
